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Welcome to  
The STORY COMPASS Workshop

The global pandemic plunged businesses into unknown waters. For some, those 
waters are threatening to leave them feeling lost or to capsize them altogether. 
Strategic plans were paused, contracts were cancelled, employees were let go and 
office towers were emptied. The problem a lot of businesses need to solve now is 
not how to find their way back to the familiar shoreline. The problem is how to find 
and succeed with a new one. Wouldn’t it be nice if, like early sailors, businesses 
had a compass to help point the way? If they did, they could attract the customers, 
the employees, and the investors they need to succeed. This workshop will give 
you that compass. 

This workshop will bust two dominant myths about attracting and influencing others:

• People form beliefs primarily based on information

• We can influence and persuade using data and hard evidence alone

If we consider how much information we either delete or ignore in a single day,  
it may come as no surprise to anyone that these myths are no longer true. In fact, 
they haven’t been true since we first shared a moment of understanding with  
a handprint on a cave wall. 

Over the course of this workshop, we will explore the powerful role storytelling 
plays in how we form our beliefs, our values, and, in turn, what decisions  
we make and what actions we take. The truth is:

• People form beliefs primarily based on emotion

• We can influence those beliefs and persuade our listeners to hold new ones 
by piquing curiosity, establishing connection, and building trust

By the end of the workshop, you will understand:

•  Why storytelling is a necessary tool for communication 

•  How storytelling impacts decision making and action

•  The basic building blocks, essential qualities, and structure of brief,  
Influence stories

•  What stories to tell and when to tell them

You will also have the opportunity to build stories that you could start using right away.

This is a highly interactive course that will challenge you. By the end of the 
session, you will have a new tool, a Story Compass. The Story Compass will help 
you unlock your inner storyteller and forge powerful connections with the people 
you need to move.
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Journey into the science and mechanics  
of great storytelling. In this workshop  
you will use storytelling to develop a  

clearer vision for your business – one  
that will leave you excited and confident  

about sailing into uncertain waters. 

T R A N S F O R M  T H E  W AY  YO U  L E A D ,  

P R E S E N T,  A N D  TA L K  T O  O T H E R S .
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So, you have a fast car. Who cares?  
Tell me your story.

“One evening last week, I warmed up two chocolate chip cookies and, at the 
urging of my dad, sat down to watch Formula 1: Drive to Survive on Netflix. By the 
end of three episodes, I had decided two things. First, I would ask my son to hide 
the cookies. Second, I would be watching Formula 1 again the next night. You 
must understand something about me. The only Formula 1 track I’ve ever visited 
was in Montreal. It was about four weeks before the event and I happened to be 
biking past. I did a lap so I could say I’d been there. I don’t have an emotional 
attachment to cars, car makers, or car races. Loud cars on the street annoy me. 
If you’d invited me to a Formula 1 race a few years ago, I probably would have 
made a face and declined. Unless it was in Monaco (I’ll always go to Europe).  
But on the flight over, I’d have been thinking of ways to duck out of the car race 
and do some more sightseeing. You get the picture. I don’t like Formula 1. 

Within seconds of driver, Daniel Ricciardo opening the first episode with,  
“I remember as a kid…,” my heart was racing with the sound, speed, and shocking 
destruction that is Formula 1 racing. Halfway through the episode, I was cheering, 
out loud, for Daniel, the want-to-be world champion who is so freaking talented, 
but you see he must be faster than Lewis Hamilton of Mercedes and Sebastian 
Vettel of Ferrari, and darn it, his own teammate seems to have it in for him….  
Wait, wait, wait. Hang on. WHO doesn’t like Formula 1?”

SOURCE: NETFLIX
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Not too many, it would appear. An astonishing 87.4 million viewers of Netflix’s 
documentary series about Formula 1 racing are not just liking this series, they 
are loving it. And those millions aren’t only Formula 1 fans, with some outlying 
newbies like the writer above.  People who wondered, “Why would I ever want 
to watch that?”, are now bingeing on the show. Because Formula 1 isn’t about 
watching cars race. The show is about universal stories of struggle, failure, and 
triumph. It’s about the imperfect beauty that is being a human being. Joy, despair, 
frustration, words said in the face of crushing defeat that can never be taken  
back but hopefully can be forgiven, an anger-fuelled manoeuvre that sends one, 
two, or more cars smashing into the sideboards or each other. 

A year ago, how we do business careened into the sideboards with a fiery crash. 
Sales reps who used to knock on doors and sit across from would-be clients, 
are now trying to make the same connection over Zoom. CEO’s who used to 
fill a conference space for an internal Town Hall meeting are trying to light the 
same fire on a virtual platform that may not afford them the luxury of seeing their 
audience. Start-up founders who pitched to investors in a boardroom are trying  
to figure out how to generate excitement for their idea over a wireless connection 
that is at full throttle servicing their business and their kids’ online school. 
Businesses who need new ways to communicate with the people they need  
to move, take heed. People flock to a story whether they want to or not. They 
can’t help themselves. Take, for example, the story of General Electric.

Notes:
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General Electric: 
The Story That Saved a Start Up

In 2013, General Electric realized they needed highly customized and advanced 
computer programs to run the amazing industrial machines they were building. The 
trouble was nobody was building those programs. The multinational conglomerate 
started GE Software Centre, a business within the business, to do the work 
themselves. In 2012, GE Software Centre started showing up at recruitment fairs to 
attract the young, talented computer programmers it needed to get the business 
off the ground. When the young talent consistently sailed past the GE booths, 
oblivious and indifferent to a brand that has been around since the first light bulbs, 
GE Software Centre realized it had a serious problem: none of the young talent 
knew who they were or what they did.

“GE didn’t have brand recognition in software,” said Jennifer Waldo, Global Head 
of Human Resources. “We were competing with the cool, Silicon Valley tech 
companies.”

Two years later, GE decided to try something completely different. The company 
produced a series of videos titled, “What’s the Matter with Owen?” They told the 
story of a young computer programmer who gets a job at GE. As he tells family and 
friends his exciting news, Owen is met with looks of confusion and, in some cases, 
abject disappointment. As Owen desperately tries to explain what GE does and why 
his job is exciting, the confusion and disappointment only become more severe.

In this scene from 
“Hammer,” Owen 
unsuccessfully 
tries to explain to 
his parents what he 
does in his new job 
at GE. They aren’t 
getting it.
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Within two weeks of the campaign launching, GE saw a 66% spike in visits to  
its online recruitment site. And the demographic, young computer programmers, 
was exactly who the company was hoping to attract. Over the next few years,  
GE’s recruitment shot up 800%. The share price went up 11%. And the Owen 
campaign has evolved into two follow up series, one of which, “Sarah,” highlights 
GE’s industrial design and manufacturing.

Why are we talking about story? Your industry is technical. Your listeners make 
decisions based on facts and information. Right? Storytelling would have no place. 
Right?  Wrong on both counts. Before we even get into how to do storytelling,  
we need to answer why we are doing storytelling. And to do that, we need to bust 
some myths about how we should communicate about our business. 

In The Story Compass, we explore three common myths that get in the way  
of using storytelling. They are the three excuses we use to justify our belief,  
“I can’t tell a story.” They are:

 •  I’m just not wired that way
 •  It’s not my job
 •  It’s not what my audience is expecting

Read Chapter 2, If You’re A Human Being, Storytelling Is in Your Brain, to go 
deeper into the research. Right now, we are going to bust each of these myths  
with some activities that will prove to, rather than tell you they aren’t true.

First up, what drives how you communicate with those you hope will listen?

Notes:
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The Trouble  
with Information

What Drives Our Communication with the Public?

INFORMATION

 Activity 1.1     Communication Drivers

LOGIC

PERSUASION

STORY

KNOWLEDGE

EXPERTISE

[Adapted from Andrew 
Abela, Advanced 
Presentations  
by Design  
(Pfeiffer, 2008)]

 Broca’s Area
Processes and  
produces language.

Figure 1.1

 Wernicke’s Area
Helps with speech 
comprehension.

The Brain on Information
When we talk about hitting someone in the heart or the gut, we are really talking 
about their brain. What information the brain pays attention to, remembers, and uses 
to act is largely based on its reaction to that information. Getting the right reaction 
depends on stimulating the brain in the right way.

Look at the words listed below and circle the top three drivers of your 
communication with customers. What do you spend most of your time sharing?
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 Activity 1.2     Sample Presentation

Using 1 for “I’d rather watch socks dry” and 5 for “So good I didn’t want it to end”, 
rate the presentation on the following:

What happens when a presentation is built  
around expertise, features, and information? 

When information hits these centers, the listener’s brain is looking for three things: 
relevance, relatability to something familiar, and an ability to make a good, bad, or 
indifferent judgement based on an emotional cue. Information alone can’t provide 
these cues so the listener’s brain has two choices: create a story of its own to spark 
them, or ignore the information altogether. The bar is set high on what information 
our brain is willing to pay attention to and file away for later, and this isn’t a recent 
phenomenon. Research from 40 years ago showed that within one hour of an 
information-driven presentation or conversation happening, ninety percent of what 
is presented is forgotten. Let’s see this in action.

What you have just experienced is the impact of an information-driven presentation. 
Some of you tried to fill in a story. Some of you disengaged and came up with no 
story at all. Business conversations can often be similar, particularly if we’re rushed 
and believe we have to tell the customer as much as we can in that short period of 
time. Your reaction to Sony was similar to how the young computer programmers 
reacted to GE’s boring, disconnected advertising. And it’s the same reaction your 
audience will have if they feel inundated with information in your conversations.  
We can be more specific about these reactions because we have the benefit  
of research to show us exactly how they work.

Why did you score 
the presenter the 
way you did? Jot 
some notes down!

Now imagine you are a journalist in the room. What is the headline for your story?

Clarity of the Message

Confidence of the Presenter

Your Level of Engagement

1 2 3 4 5

Click to
encircle
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The Backfire Effect 
and Overchoice Paralysis

The Backfire Effect
People don’t generally like change and, with a strong aversion to that change 
or new idea, they may be difficult to convince. In fact, the University of Michigan 
says it’s nearly impossible.  In research conducted in 2005 and 2006, University 
of Michigan psychologists found that when misinformed people were exposed 
to correct facts, they rarely changed their minds. Instead, they became more 
entrenched in their beliefs. University of Michigan researchers call this the backfire 
effect. If someone already believes one thing, all the information in the world won’t 
make them believe another.

The Paralysis Effect
Ever give someone all the information only to have them tell you they need more 
time, and more information, before they can decide?

Requesting more information in the face of a lot of information is often a clue that 
your audience or listener is suffering from the paralysis effect. Watch any four-year-
old child in a grocery store cereal aisle trying to choose one cereal for the week, 
and you are watching the paralysis effect at work. 

Formally known as “overchoice,” paralysis occurs when the brain is confronted 
with too much conflicting information, and, as a result, too many options for a final 
decision. Overwhelmed with weighing the risks and benefits, the brain avoids 
making any decision at all.
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The Antidote: Storytelling to  
Build Curiosity, Connection, and Trust

The solution to this information-saturated world is to create three conditions  
for a more meaningful interaction with your public.

1. CURIOSITY: If attention spans are becoming more selective, our messages 
must pique someone’s curiosity to capture their attention

2.  CONNECTION: Our listeners want to connect on a deeper level than pure 
information. We will connect based on shared values and beliefs

3.  TRUST: To inspire our listeners to act with us, we must establish trust

There is one form of communication that has always impacted us in these ways: 
storytelling. Stories pique our curiosity because we want to find out what happens 
next.  Stories create connection because we relate to them and we use them 
to find meaning in our world.  Stories build trust because they illustrate, without 
confusing jargon and vague platitudes, who we are, what we care about, and what 
we’re willing to fight for.

Notes:
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Your Brain on Story: 
Action and Decision Making

When we describe stories with words like relatable and interesting, we are 
describing a very real physiological response to storytelling in the brain. Story gives 
us emotion. And those emotions cause the entire brain to light up and, ultimately 
help the brain to pay attention and decide.

Cortisol
The conflict in a well told 
story will cause the listener 
to release cortisol, the stress 
hormone. Cortisol causes  
us to pay attention as our 
senses respond to danger.

Mirroring
The brain activity 
of listeners will 
be similar and 
match that of the 
speaker’s.

Neural Coupling
A story activates parts 
of the brain that allow 
the listener to turn the 
story into their own 
ideas and experience.

Oxytocin
When the conflict is resolved, the 
listener’s brain releases oxytocin, 
a natural chemical associated with 

pleasure. The pleasure response 
promotes cooperation,  

closeness, and empathy.

Dopamine
The brain releases  
dopamine into the 

system when it 
experiences an  

emotionally charged 
event, making it easier 
to remember and with 

greater accuracy.

Cortex Activity
When processing facts, 

two areas of the brain are 
activated (Broca’s and 

Wernicke’s areas). A well-told 
story can engage many areas,  

including the motor, sensory 
and frontal cortices.

Figure 1.2
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 Activity 1.3     Story, Logic and Persuasion

What happens when a presentation is built around story, logic, persuasion,  
and graphics? 

Using 1 for “I’d rather watch socks dry” and 5 for “So good I didn’t want it to end”, 
rate the presentation on the following:

Clarity of the Message

Confidence of the Presenter

Your Level of Engagement

1 2 3 4 5

Now imagine you are a journalist in the room. What is the headline for your story?

But why does story work where information fails? And are we telling you to ditch all 
your information and just tell stories all day long? No, that wouldn’t work either.  A story 
requires information. A great business story requires good data and information.  
What is a story? That is the question we’re going to answer next. 

Why did you score 
the presenter the 
way you did? Jot 
some notes down!
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“Story structure helps us to  

understand, to care, and to remember. 

It also inspires us to act.””
 

Colleen Stewart, The Story Compass
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Building Blocks:  
Hero, Goal and Conflict

We know now why story is important, but what is a story? What do we need to put 
into a story to engage our audience during the presentation and leave them buzzing 
after we’re done?

Hero
Every story has a hero, or a protagonist. This is the central character of the story. 
Often the storyteller assumes that they, or their business, or their process, is the 
hero. This is how they slip into an information-driven, speaker-focused conversation. 
The result? Remember Sony PS4.

In Apple’s presentation, anyone who uses a phone is the hero of the story, and  
that means everyone listening to the presentation. That is one reason why the 
story is so interesting to us. The story is about us and we are our favorite topic. 
Apple’s presentation is story driven and audience focused.

Apple’s is a better strategy. We are the ones who will decide to go out and buy  
an iPhone…or not. If Apple is going to succeed, we must be on board and the best 
way to make this happen is to tell us a story about ourselves.

Your first job, then, is to decide who will be the hero of your story. Hint: it’s your 
listener! If you are still unsure, your hero is the universal commonality in your 
listener: maybe they are all clients with a global supply chain, maybe they are  
all investors looking for the right place to put their money, or maybe they are  
all engineers deciding on a new technology.

What happens when 
a presentation is 
built around story, 
logic, persuasion, 
and graphics?

The hero, or 
protagonist, is the 
focus of the story.
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Goal
For the story to move forward, the hero must have a goal. A future state they  
aspire to. You may define this for them, or they may have already defined it. 

This is how we demonstrate that we can also see the world from the listener’s 
perspective. When we are clear about the goal, the listener becomes emotionally 
connected to that aspiration. They are more likely to act if you can clearly show how 
your business, your process, or your ideas will help them reach a common goal.

Often, the goal is theirs, not yours. As harsh as it sounds, your listeners don’t often 
care about you reaching your goals. You may talk about your goals as common 
goals with your listeners. Common goals are powerful when you want to create  
a bridge between you and your listener. 

Conflict
Without conflict, you don’t have a story. If you walked into a movie, were introduced 
to a young, brash kid named Luke Skywalker, learned he wanted to be a Jedi like 
his father and ten minutes later he was, you probably would not care less.

We love to talk about solutions or all the things we are doing right. The trouble is we 
talk about them too quickly without first creating the tension our listener needs to 
care about them. Be candid and concrete about the challenges that those solutions 
solve, and your listener will care. 

Steve Jobs didn’t just walk on stage and say, “Apple has developed a fantastic  
new Smartphone with a completely different user interface.” We might not have 
cared in 2007. Instead, he said, “Why do we need a revolutionary user interface?” 
And then he described the challenge, “They all have these keyboards that are there 
whether you need them to be there. And they have these control buttons that are 
fixed in plastic.” Jobs used concrete language to paint a picture of the problem.

By painting the picture, Jobs created tension in his story. He made the audience 
feel the frustration and, as a result, made them want that frustration to go away. 

Notes:
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Qualities:  
Emotional and Specific

Emotional
We often believe that our industry is different. There is no way our listeners make 
emotional decisions!  Or if they have, we’ll just show them the data and that will 
convince them. Right?

General Electric isn’t an anomaly. NASA’s Columbia disaster was in part a result  
of a faulty launch decision that was made after an information driven presentation 
did little to alert management to the potential for danger. Jeff Bezos has banned 
PowerPoint at Amazon, citing poor decision making as one of the symptoms of 
information, bullet point presentations. To say that emotion doesn’t play a part  
in business decisions is a critical error in how we present information.

How do you ensure your story is emotional? First, focus on the audience. Second, 
express emotion through your words, your tone of voice, and your body language. 
Third, be specific. 

Specific
If you worked in a field during a monsoon-style rainstorm that caused the water to 
come up over your boots, then say so. Don’t say “I worked under harsh conditions.” 
The first sentence burns a mental picture onto our brains that is hard to forget. The 
second is utterly forgettable. Think it doesn’t matter? Read the example below and 
gauge your own reaction.
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The Orange Peel Problem
Years ago, we were coaching a Senior Manager from a company that produced the 
maps that showed oil companies where the oil is. At the time of the coaching there 
were three or four big companies who produced these maps.

Our client not only had to convince his audience that the third-party maps were 
better, but that his maps would guarantee a successful oil well.

He went over and over this section, each time throwing jargon and vague, abstract 
information at us. It was confusing and forgettable. We pressed him to make it clearer.

Finally, he stopped, thought for a moment, and said, “Imagine I’m holding an orange 
in my hand and I peel the orange all in one piece.”

He held up his hand as though he were holding a peel with the edges curling  
up along his fingers.

“Now imagine,” he said, turning his palm down on to the table, “I press this peel down 
on the table and try to make it lay completely flat. Will it stay flat if I lift my hand?”

“No,” another client responded. “It will pop back up a bit. It wants to be a sphere.”

Our client smiled. “Exactly! The peel is just like the Earth’s crust. It wants to be  
a sphere. When we make maps, we want the Earth’s crust to lay flat, so we make 
little adjustments to make it do that. Well, one little adjustment could mean  
the map is inaccurate. It could mean Shell is spending millions of dollars drilling  
a well that is 12,000 feet from where the oil is.”

He stopped for effect. “Our company has solved the orange peel problem.”

Now consider how this story could spread. If a drilling engineer had to go to the 
Senior VP and convince him to invest in these maps, do you think he’d be able  
to retell the orange peel story? 

We not only think the answer is yes, but we also think you’ll be retelling the orange 
peel story.

If you work on an oil rig in -40, with snow blowing in your eyes while your hands  
go numb and the splashes of oil on your face start to freeze, then say so. Don’t  
say “operate under harsh conditions.” The first sentence burns a mental picture 
onto our brains that is hard to forget. The second is utterly forgettable.

If you want your audience to start donating $5 every month to the food bank drive  
so your company can reach its goal, then say so. Don’t ask them to “support the 
food bank initiative.” They never will.

Ditch the jargon and be specific. Paint the picture that will stay with them long after 
the presentation is over. If you have a 3D visual aid, even better.

“If you can’t explain 
it simply, you don’t 
understand it well 
enough.”
Attributed to  
Albert Einstein
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Brief: 
The Elevator Pitch

We have all heard of the Elevator Pitch, a short and to-the-point summary of who  
you are, what you do, or what you’re selling. 

In the early 1850’s it was considered suicide for a human being to ride inside an 
elevator. Elevator cables frequently snapped. The car would freefall and implode  
on itself, crushing its contents as it slammed into the earth below. Elevators were  
for boxes and shipping crates, not people.

A young inventor, Elisha Otis, believed elevators could move people. With skyscrapers 
going up in cities like New York and Chicago, elevators had tremendous potential to 
make the lives of people working in those skyscrapers a lot easier. So, Otis invented 
a safety brake. The brake would stop the car if the cables snapped, making it safe 
for a human being to ride in an elevator. He went out and tried to pitch his invention 
to investors. He used schematics, data, facts, and information. They said no. The 
harrowing image of an elevator in freefall, and the fear of death it inspired, was too 
strong to be overcome by some data from a young inventor.

“All safe, 
Gentlemen,  
all safe.”
Elisha Otis

OTIS “FREE-FALL PREVENTION MECHANISM” DEMO, CRYSTAL PALACE, 1854. AUTHOR UNKNOWN
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Then Otis was given another opportunity. In 1853, P.T. Barnum brought the World’s 
Fair to New York and when Barnum heard of Otis’ invention, he knew exactly what 
to do. He plastered New York with posters announcing that a man would ride in  
an elevator on a particular day at a particular time in the Crystal Palace, the largest 
structure at the Fair.

On the appointed day, the room was packed. In the center of the room stood a 
three-story elevator shaft.  Otis came out in a trench coat and got into the elevator.  
The audience drew a collective breath when he closed himself in, pushed a button 
and went up the three stories. That might have been enough for them, but not for 
Otis.  What he did next was a shock to the crowd below.  Otis reached into his 
trench coat and pulled out a sabre. Reaching above his head, he started to cut the 
cables.  The audience gasped.

The cables snapped. Instead of plummeting to the ground below, the car stood, 
frozen in the air, prevented from falling by Otis’ safety brake.  Otis looked down  
at his audience and said simply, “All safe, gentlemen. All safe.”

Barnum had seized on a key quality of storytelling that is often missed, especially in 
corporate storytelling.  Brevity. The purpose of the story is not to give the audience 
every single bit of information. The purpose of the story is to get them to see the 
world differently and leave them with a burning desire to know more.  That is often 
better accomplished by leaving information out.  Keep it simple.  Keep it impactful.  
Keep it brief.

We are going to put a 90-second to 2-minute time limit on our stories. It’s tricky 
work but it ensures your story is focused, clear, and not easily forgotten.

Notes:
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In The Story Compass, you learned that there is a simple structure for stories.  
The reason these stories leave us with an emotional lift – one that might compel 
us to act - is the transformation that occurs in the space between the beginning 
and the end. With our Influence stories, the transformation might happen when you 
show your customers how their current world can change into a better one with your 
idea or service in place. Or when you demonstrate to employees how their current 
way of doing things will be enhanced and made more efficient with a new process. 
The trick is to first show them the way things are without your idea, product, service, 
process, before you show them how they will be different. Here is the structure  
from your book: 

Influence
Story Structure

 Activity 2.1     Try A Story!

In your groups, you will share one story you like to tell. This does not have to be a 
work story. It could be a funny thing that happened on vacation, or a time you got 
locked out of the house, or something silly that happened at a family gathering.  
As you hear your group members’ stories, pick one you especially like. Jot down 
some notes about the story on the next page. Try to get events in the exact order 
the storyteller talks about them: 

1

2 4

3

I N FLUE NC E STORY STRUC TU RE

Figure 2.1
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Reflection 
Questions:

1.  How closely did 
your storyteller 
follow the structure 
in their telling of 
the story? Do you 
believe the way 
they told the story 
increased your 
enjoyment? If the 
story had been 
told in a different 
order, do you think 
it would have been 
as good? 

2.  How likely do  
you think you would 
be to remember 
this story after the 
course is finished?
We’re going to share 
one good story 
from your group 
and talk about the 
questions above. 

Story Title:

4: Outcome

2: Challenge

3: Solution

1: Setting
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“The best way to get humans to venture 

into unknown terrain is to make that 

terrain familiar and desirable by taking 

them there first in their imaginations.” 
 

Noel Tichy, The Leadership Engine
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(When  
do I tell  
them?)

 Chapter 3:
What Stories 
Do I Tell? 
The Hero’s Journey: A Universal Story to Build Connection and Trust ........24
The Story Compass: Vision, Knowledge, Value and Journey .......................24
Vision Stories ............................................................................................................26
Knowledge Stories ..................................................................................................28
Value Stories .............................................................................................................30
Journey Stories ........................................................................................................32
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The Hero’s Journey: A Universal Story  
to Build Connection and Trust

In 1949, American literature professor, Joseph Campbell, published The Hero  
with A Thousand Faces. In it, Campbell traces the “constant story”, the monomyth, 
that appears repeatedly in the stories that are told around the world. From Greek 
mythology to Zimbabwe cave paintings, Campbell demonstrates that the similarities 
between our stories far outnumber the differences. The characters are similar,  
the challenges they face are similar and the endings are similar. 

These similarities, Campbell asserts, suggest that humans share a common 
understanding of and experience with our world. That universal experience is what 
Campbell calls the Hero’s Journey. The critical piece of Campbell’s work is his 
assertion that The Hero’s Journey is not only a shared story that we tell, but also a 
shared story that we live. That would mean the story is also shared in the businesses 
we create and build, the teams we put together, the projects we take on and the 
different jobs we do. 

Your Story Compass book has a detailed description of each stage of the Hero’s 
Journey, pictured below. Acknowledging that we are all on this journey, by talking 
about the times we faced challenges, triumphed over them and or failed in the face 
of them, we quickly establish trust with our audience. The Hero’s Journey becomes 
the first dial on our compass. The one that tells us where we are, where our listener 
might be, and where we want to go.

What story do you tell and when? Sometimes we know intuitively. Often, particularly 
at work, we don’t. Knowing which story to tell and when depends on you knowing 
where you are on your journey, where your audience may be on theirs, and where 
you are hoping you will go. To help us choose the stories we want to tell we can use 
the Hero’s Journey to identify four distinct story types. These story types can be told 
in any business, at any level of that business, and to any audience. When we layer 
those story types onto the Hero’s Journey, we have our Story Compass.

The Story Compass:  
Vision, Knowledge, Value and Journey
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TH E  H E RO’S  JOU RN EY

Figure 3.1
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Vision
Stories

Possible Vision Story Heroes:  
The company, the team, the industry, the technology

Vision Stories can answer the following questions: 

1. Why does our world need us?

2. Why do we need this new idea?

3. Why do we need to put this team together?

Before we start building our own, let’s look at some examples of vision stories.

Here are two 
corporate stories that 
capture the vision of 
the companies. As you 
watch, note how the 
stories are presented 
to contrast where we 
are now with where  
we will be in the future.

Sweetgreen isn’t just 
building destinations 
for healthy, locally 
farmed food. The 
company is building 
a community.

www.sweetgreen.
com/our-story/

In 2012, AirBnB 
imagined something 
different for their 
business and an 
exciting new future 
for the world of travel.

www.youtube.com/
watch?v=efNyRmTL-
bjQ
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Three Word Title:

4: Outcome

2: Challenge

3: Solution

1: Setting

 Activity 3.1     Write a Vision Story
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Knowledge 
Stories

Do Better Next Time
Documentary: Knowledge stories honestly recount the unexpected,  
the unusual and the bad news anomalies

Knowledge Stories can answer the following questions: 

1. Why did we fail?

2. Why do we all need to learn from this?

3. Why do we need to change?

Elon Musk has a 
pretty good attitude 
about failure after 
a career that has 
spanned more 
than two decades. 
From receiving the 
unenviable “Worst 
Business Idea of 
the Year” award 
for PayPal, to going 
bankrupt while 
developing the first 
Tesla, and, most 
recently, to crashing 
rockets in his pursuit 
of space travel, Musk 
has navigated his fair 
share of trials and 
ordeals. With every 
one of those failures, 
Musk has talked 
about them openly, 
learned his lessons, 
and carried on.

In 2019, Musk launched 
the much-anticipated 
CyberTruck with 
armoured glass 
windows that weren’t 
supposed to break. 
The video below shows 
how the demo went. 
Hearing how Elon tells 
the story to Joe Rogan 
reveals a lot about how 
he perceives failures. 
Read about how  
Musk connects failure 
to innovation in the 
article below.
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Three Word Title:

 Activity 3.2     Write a Knowledge Story This is how 
Knowledge Stories 
should be used. We 
all face trials. Let’s 
talk about them, learn 
from them, and  
do better because  
of them.

Cybertruck Demo Fail:
www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=464puoD09 
dM

Elon Musk Talks  
To Joe Rogan:
www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=4mmL8Yql-
8WA

Failure & Innovation 
According to Musk:
https://cleantechni-
ca.com/2020/02/01/
elon-musk-you-
should-be-failing-if-
things-are-not-fail-
ing-you-are-not-in-
novating-enough/

Learn from some 
more of Musk’s epic 
failures:
https://press.farm/
the-5-failures-of-
elon-musk-and-how-
he-overcame-them/

4: Outcome

2: Challenge

3: Solution

1: Setting
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Value 
Stories

Transmit Values and Beliefs
Documentary or Fiction: Value stories communicate how you define success – 
the treasure – and what you will spend time, energy, and resources fighting for

Possible Value Story Heroes: You, your team, your company, your product

Value Stories can answer the following questions: 

1. Why are our customers here?

2. Why is our product or service here?

3. Why is our team here?

To experience the 
impact of a well told 
Value story, compare 
your own reaction to 
two different ways of 
advertising a pickup 
truck. As you watch 
each of the videos, 
jot down what values 
you believe each 
company exhibits in 
their respective ads. 

If you think of Ford 
and Ram as people, 
who would you be 
able to describe more 
accurately? Which one 
of them do you feel you 
“know” better? Why?

The All New 2021 
Ford F150: 
www.youtube.com/wa  
tch?v=45wawBeZNeY

“Farmer” Ram Trucks:
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=AMpZ0TG-
jbWE/

In 2013, Ram Trucks 
pledged to donate 
$1M to the National 
FFA Organization for 
hunger relief in rural 
America if its Super 
Bowl ad hit 10 million 
views. One week 
after the Super Bowl, 
“Farmer” had been 
viewed 12.5 million 
times on YouTube and 
that number is still 
climbing today. 
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Three Word Title:

 Activity 3.3     Write a Value Story The most watched 
auto video from 
the Super Bowl 
ever, “Farmer” is a 
poignant story about 
the daily challeng-
es a farmer must 
overcome. It struck 
a deep, emotional 
chord with Americans. 
It still does with  
anyone who shares 
or aspires to live the 
values demonstrated 
in the ad.

“This wasn’t about 
the Ram brand,” said 
Fred Diaz, president 
and CEO of Ram 
Truck and Chrysler  
de Mexico, told MLive.
com last week during 
the 2013 Chicago Auto 
Show. “This was about 
cause marketing 
and giving back to 
America, and having 
America appreciate 
everything that a 
farmer does on a daily 
basis, which quite 
frankly is part of the 
DNA of the Ram Truck 
brand.”

4: Outcome

2: Challenge

3: Solution

1: Setting
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Journey 
Stories

Build Trust
Documentary: Journey stories tell our listener how our journey transformed us 
and gave us an elixir that we share with the world today

Possible Journey Story Heroes: You, your company, your company’s founders

Knowledge Stories can answer the following questions: 

1. Why is the business here?

2. Why are our founders here?

3. Why am I here? (any employee)

Knowing where 
someone has been in 
the past allows us to 
understand why they 
do the things they do 
in the present and 
can help us predict 
what they might do in 
the future. 

You’ve probably 
walked into a 
Starbucks more times 
than you care to count. 
Have you thought 
about Starbucks as 
delivering more than 
coffee to the world?

Read Howard Schulz’s 
Journey story and 
notice how he makes 
connections between 
where he has been, 
the challenges he 
has faced, and the 
decisions he has made 
about what Starbucks 
would give to the world.

www.howardschultz.
com/my-story/#bean-
stock/

What is the elixir that 
Starbucks returns  
to the world? Is it just 
coffee? 

Does knowing Howard 
Schulz’s Journey Story 
change how you see 
Starbucks?

Do you need to see 
Mr. Schulz’s resume 
to know what he can 
do? Or do you have 
a pretty good idea 
already?
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Three Word Title:

 Activity 3.4     Write a Journey Story

4: Outcome

2: Challenge

3: Solution

1: Setting
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What 
Now?

The interactivity of this workshop ensured you had an opportunity to practice some 
new skills and polish some familiar ones. You overcame some challenges, tried  
some new approaches, and learned a variety of new techniques for storytelling.  
The practice doesn’t end there! 

True behavior change takes about three months. Don’t expect to leave a three-
session workshop and be a master. What you have is a set of tools to practice with. 

How will you do it? Below we offer a short list of achievable, concrete goals for you 
to accomplish over specific periods of time. Follow this plan and in three months,  
you will be using your new skills far more naturally, comfortably, and successfully.   

3 Hours 

•  Share something from the course with someone else  

3 Days 

•  Review the Hero, Goal and Conflict sections of the workbook

• Tell someone one of the stories you crafted during this workshop

•  Watch the Nancy Duarte TED Talk: The Secret Structure of Great Talks

3 Weeks 

• Use your workbook to review Building Blocks, Essential Qualities,  
and The Influence Story structure 

• Craft two to three stories from your experiences at work. Use the Story 
Journal to document them and determine which story type each one is.

• Tell your stories to someone else. Preferably in a real work conversation  
or presentation.

3 Months 

•  Develop a presentation using some of the stories you have collected

• Use Value a story to illustrate a desired behaviour or outcome at work.  
You can do this with an employee or a customer

• Lead your team to develop their own Journey stories. Share these as a group.

• Encourage your team to share some Knowledge stories from the last quarter. 
Remember, a good Knowledge story contrasts what went wrong with what  
we could all do differently next time. 
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Jot down any other 
thoughts or ideas 
you have here!

Workshop
Notepad
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